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Cauldron: Bubble and Boil is a game for 2-4 players ages 12 and up who represent witches
and warlocks competing to brew the best potions in order to become Leader of the Coven and
owner of the powerful artifact, Witch’s Eye!

CONTENTS:
4 cauldrons, 76 cards, 4 player mats with Diablerie Track, 1 Victory Point Track, 35 resource
cubes x 4 colors (green, orange, red, and yellow), 35 corruption discs, (black), 30 Crone tokens,
2 colored markers for each player.
SETUP:
1) Choose player colors and place the scoring markers on the Victory Point Track (on the
number one space) and each player’s own Diablerie Track (on the number one space).
2) Count out the number of cubes for each color that will be used in the game depending on
the number of players. Place the unused cubes back in the box.
				
# of players		
# of cubes for each color
					2				16
					3				24
					4				32
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3) Each player receives one cauldron. Each player begins with one (1) of each of the four
resources (green, orange, red, yellow) taken from the pool of resources (set aside in step 2)
and places these 4 cubes in their own cauldron.
4) Shuffle and deal out five cards to each player. Choose someone to be first player. Play
proceeds clock-wise.

Basic mechanics:
Players use their cards to get resources, hex other players or serve as recipes. Resources
are eventually placed in the cauldron. At the end of the game the players count out their
recipes and see which ones they made and which ones they failed to make. Each recipe has
a victory point value. Victory points can also be earned through casting hexes, from your
Diablerie Track score, harvesting gardens, earning Crone Tokens and having the most resources of a given type at the end of the game. Whoever has the most victory points wins.
YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO LOOK IN YOUR CAULDRON!
Anatomy of a Card
Section 1: represents the resources provided if planted in a garden.
Section 2: represents a hex with its casting cost and effects.
Section 3: represents a recipe (with ingredients required) and the
victory point value (in the circle circle).

Crone Token

TURN ORDER
1. You may hex a player.

Corruption Disc

Adjust your
track +1 for each
hex you cast. Each additional hex
cast this turn costs a number of
based on the number of hexes you
have already cast this turn).

2. You must harvest all
your gardens ( ). Take

Resource Cubes /
Ingredient Cubes

one resource
from each card each
that you possess.
if a
is completed
Gain +1
remain on the entire ).
(i.e., no

3. You may plant 1

(2 or more cards with matching garden ). (You may have
a maximum of 2 gardens at any
time).

4. You may record a recipe
into your “recipe book”

(Place the recipe facedown underneath your cauldron).

5. Discard (optional) and
draw card(s)
Draw cards until you have 5
cards in your hand or draw one
card. There is no hand limit.
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TURN ORDER EXPLANATIONS:
1) Cast a hex: If you choose to cast a hex, you pay the cost as described on the card. There is
no limit to the number of hexes a player can cast per turn. For EACH additional hex cast this
turn, the player takes 1 additional corruption (black) disc(s) and places it into their cauldron
in addition to any other casting costs (e.g., casting a second hex would cost the normal cost
plus one corruption disc, casting a third would cost the normal cost plus two more corruption
tokens (for a total of 3), etc.) Each time you cast a hex, adjust your Diablerie Track Score.
Whenever you take cubes from a cauldron you must do so randomly (without looking).
Whenever a hex has a cost of “destroy a garden” the garden must be one of your gardens.
TIP: If a hex lets you take resource cubes from another player’s garden you get to chose which
cubes you take from that garden. While they must be from one garden, they may be from any card
or cards in that garden.
REMINDER: Whenever a player casts a hex he or she must move their
marker on their Diablerie Track up by one. DON’T FORGET!
2) Harvest resources: Take one cube from each card in your gardens (sets of cards) and
place it in your cauldron. [A garden is a set of two or more cards that yield the same color
resource (or wilds (white cube symbols)) that is stacked to reveal the resource type, usually
played on some previous turn]. Remember: You are not allowed to look in your cauldron!
IMPORTANT: If another player takes the last resource cube from your garden, the garden remains
in play, and is scored as usual on your turn.
if a garden is ever reduced to one card (from hexes), it is immediately discarded from play (This is
not considered a “destroyed” garden, nor is it considered a “completed” garden).
2a) If a player completes harvesting a garden (meaning there are no more cubes on the set of
garden cards) the player discards those garden cards and earns one Crone Token (worth 3 VP at
the end of the game). Crone Tokens don’t go into your cauldron.
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3) Plant a garden: Play a garden containing two or more matching resources on the cards.
(Wilds can count as one type of matching resource.) This set of cards with matching resources is now one garden. Place the correct number of resource tokens on your garden
cards. Once a garden is placed no additional cards may be added to it unless the result of a
card effect.
A player may only have TWO gardens at a time, therefore if you want to place a garden
and you already have two in play then you must destroy a garden. You cannot score destroyed garden. Furthermore you must lose one Crone Token if you have one. If you must
destroy a garden of yours as a hex casting cost or as a result of a hex, you DO NOT lose a
Crone Token.

Planting a garden
REMEMBER: A garden can only
be made up of cards with matching
resource cubes at the top of each card
(e.g., at least one yellow on each for
a yellow garden) and a garden can
begin as ONE color only. If multiple
colors match, chose one to be the garden color. (Only one matching color
is used).
4) Record a recipe: You may place ONE recipe card you want to make under your
cauldron, card face down. This is called your Recipe Book. Once placed there they cannot
be examined by you until the end of game phase.
IMPORTANT: A player who has cast MORE than one hex on their turn CANNOT record their
seventh (7th) recipe IF it would trigger the end of the game. If the end of the game has already
been triggered by another player, then this restriction does not apply.
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5) Optionally discard and draw cards: Before drawing cards you may discard any
number of cards in your hand. If you have less than 5 cards in your hand then you draw
cards until your hand has five cards. If you have five or more cards in your hand already
then you draw only one card. There is no hand limit. If there are no more cards left in the
deck, then reshuffle the discard pile.

END OF GAME:

When the game end is triggered, the round continues until all players have had an equal
number of turns. At the end of the game, DISCARD all gardens and resources that were
still in play.
The game end is triggered if one or more of these conditions is met:
a) a player puts his or her 7th recipe under their cauldron (we find this is the most
common trigger),
b) when two resource colors are depleted from the supply (i.e. there are no more
cubes of those two colors in supply),
c) the last Crone Token or the last Corruption disc is taken from the supply,
d) one or more players reach the top of their Diablerie Track.
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
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SCORING
= +X

(each point on Diablerie is worth 1 VP)

HIGHEST

= +5

LOWEST

= +10

EACH

= +3

LEAST

in

= +10

MOST

in

= +5

MOST

in

= +5

MOST

in

= +5

MOST

in

= +5

MOST

in

= +5

Now BREW and SCORE Potions

SCORING:

At the end of the game immediately score your
Diablerie Track and Crone tokens:
1) Each rank of your Diablerie Track is worth 1 VP.
2) Whoever has the highest Diablerie Track score gains +5 VP.
The player wih the lowest Diablerie Track scores +10 VP.
3)Count up your Crone Tokens. Each Crone Token (

) = +3 VP.

Then Score Corruption and Ingredients:
4) The player with the most Corruption gains +5 VP, least
Corruption gains +10 VP.
5) The player with the most of EACH particular resource
color (Green, Orange, Red, Yellow) gains +5 VP (i.e. +5
for most Green, +5 for most Orange, et cetera).

Finally, BREW and SCORE POTIONS!

Ties when figuring “most” and “least” scores:
When tabulating victory points for most resources,
corruption, etc. players who tie feach get the full
value of that score (for exa,ple, each player who
tied for “least corruption” (black) tokens gets +10
points).
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exam e pages
8
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BREWING POTIONS:

If you have the required ingredients for a potion set them onto the card. Each individual
card and each ingredient cube can only be used once. (Duplicates of a recipe are allowed
(e.g.,two “broom wax” potions from 2 different recipe cards), but each card can be used
only once). While doing this you will also need to deal with Corruption.
DEALING WITH CORRUPTION:
Each (black) Corruption disc (
) negates one resource cube (
) which may limit the
recipes you can brew. When figuring out your potions, you must make sure you have one
resource cube available for each Corruption and it will be set aside. These are “locked” or
“discarded” and are not available for brewing of potions at all. They should not be placed
on a recipe card. All your corruption discs MUST be paired with one resource cube
at the end of the brewing phase.
SCORING POTIONS:
Once all resources are allocated (to recipes and to Corruption), score your potions.
Additional ingredients left over are worth nothing. Failed potions are worth
nothing. Extra Corruption is worth nothing (Extra Corruption can occur if a player
has brewed no recipes at all and still has corruption left over).
See pages 8 and 9 for examples of potion brewing.
THE WINNER:
The player with the most victory points wins.
In case of a tie for winner: The player who has brewed the most potions successfully
wins the tie. If still tied, use the tied players’ Diablerie Track Scores (highest wins). If still
tied, whoever had the least Corruption in their cauldron wins. If still tied, whoever has
the most Crone Tokens wins. If still tied, it is a tie and they both win.
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An Example of Potion Brewing
At the end of a three player game the players add their Diablerie Score value
as VP to their scores and the player with the highest Diablerie Score gets 5
VP. The Player with the lowest Diablerie score gains 10 VP. Next they add
their Crone Tokens (each worth 3 VP) to their score. After dumping out their
cauldrons they count how many corruption discs they have and score if they
Enchant Familiar Chow
Contract
have most (+5 VP) or least (+10 VP). They figureBlackened
out who
has the most of
each color cube and the personChoose:
with the most of a given color
(green, orange,
All other players
+1
red, and/or yellow) gain
5 VP
over their
recipe cards and
Demonic
Siphoneach. Now they flipBlackened
Discard 1
Contract
OR
1
1
try to brew theirDiscard
recipes.
Here, Player 3 has 5 Discard
recipes
recorded.
OR gain 1
Steal another player’s

All other players

recipe (you may look at
Liquid Rust
18
it before recording it).

Salve of Insanity
Discard 1

They Un-Holiday
may take

Discard 1

Destroy 1

9

OR gain 1

to block

Tincture of Terror
–

9

Salve of Insanity

Draw

from

Mojo Juice

13

Player 3 has:
6 Corruption
3 Green
6 Orange
9 Red
5 Yellow
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Six cubes will be destroyed by the (6) corruption.
Luckily the third player has 4 extra orange cubes that
are not needed by any of their recipes.
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Demonic Siphon

In order to brew everything, they need 5 green, 2 orange, 10 red and
6
Steal another player’s
recipe (you may look at
yellow cubes. They clearly do not have enough cubes to make all their
recipes,
it before recording
it).
Enchant FamiliarThey
Chow
may take
so the player decides to stop trying to make “Tincture ofDestroy
Terror”
because they
1
to block
have only 3 green cubes.
Choose:
They choose to make “Liquid Rust” recipe
(worth 18 VP), leaving 5 red cubes. They
see that they have enough to brew ‘Mojo
Juice” (13 VP). This leaves them with 2
red, 2 green and 4 yellow, exactly what
they need to make their two “Salve of
Insanity” recipes...
However...
They still need to destroy two cubes
due to corruption. So they are not able
to brew this one “Salve of Insanity”
potion because they must destroy two
more cubes. So their grand total of
(18+13+9 = 40) 40 VP is added to player 3’s final score.
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Tincture of Terror
+1

9

OR

Discard 1

Liquid Rust

18

Un-Holiday

Draw

ü
ü
–

from

13

Mojo Juice
Blackened Contract
All other players
Discard 1

Discard 1

OR gain 1

Salve of Insanity

9

Blackened Contract
All other players

O
Discard 1

Discard 1

OR gain 1

Salve of Insanity

9
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VARIANTS:
The Kindly Crone Variant:
Recorded recipes are placed face-up under your cauldron so you can see the cubes needed. Also,
optionally: Also when the deck is shuffled you can look in your cauldron, very briefly.
Shorter and longer games variants:
For a shorter or longer game, players could choose to change the number of recipes needed to
end the game to 5 for a shorter game or 8 or 9 recipes for a longer game.
“Hard Stop” variant:
This variant changes the ending of the game. Instead of play continuing until the end of the
round when the game end is triggered, in this variant the game ends immediately. This gives
added urgency to finishing first, however it also means that some players may not get to play
on the final round.
Advanced Game: Alternative Victory Deck
This optional deck of affects normal scoring and gameplay. Select a method to determine how
cards are chosen.
Random Draw Method
Draw 1 to 3 cards for the alternative victory conditions.
Drafting Method I (Simple)
Each player draws two cards and choses 1 to be in play. The first player doesn’t pick a card.
Drafting Method II (Complicated)
Have the player who is last (for example, player number three in a three player game) draw
three cards and pick 0, 1, or 2 of those cards to be in play. The player does not reveal these
yet. All other players draw 2 cards and choses 0 or 1 card to be in play but doesn’t reveal
which card is chosen (if any). Starting with the last player, reveal the cards. If there are fewer
of these cards than there are players, then the next to last player reveals any cards they chose.
Repeat this until you have revealed as many cards as there are players. Some players
may not get a chance to have their card used.
Place the appropriate cards(s) near the main deck to
remind players of the extra rules in play.
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TERM:

DEFINITION:

ICON:

Card:		

A card.

Cauldron:

A cauldron.

Corruption:

Black discs that destroy ingredients during the potion brewing
phase at the end of the game.

Crone Token:

The token collected at the end of the HARVEST step of a player’s
turn when one of a player’s garden has no resource cubes on any
of that garden’s cards, (i.e., “to completely harvest a garden”). If
Both gardens qualify then the player will gain two tokens.

Diablerie:

The track that keeps track of the number of hexes you have cast. It
can change as the result of other player’s hexes as well. It
represents dabbling in “dark arts”. The symbol is used to remind
players to adjust their Diablerie Track scores when they cast a hex.

Destroy a
garden:

To entirely discard one of your two gardens. Destroyed gardens
earn no Crone Tokens. If you are destroying one of your gardens to
plant a new garden, you also lose one Crone Token. If you destroy
a garden to cast a hex or as a result of being hexed you do not lose
a Crone Token. When a hex has a cost of destroying a garden, the
garden is always your own.

Garden:

A collection of cards that yields 2 or more resources of one matching color. These are played in front of a player. Gardens cannot be
more than one color when planting (however, hexes may add resources of different colors to a garden that has already been planted). You can NEVER add cards to an existing garden.
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TERM:
Garden plot:

ICON:

DEFINITION:
Another term for a card within a Garden.

Hex:

The middle section of a card, it often affects other
players when the card is played as a hex.

Ingredient:

Another word for resource cubes once it has been placed in a cauldron.
They are used to make potions at the end of the game.

Recipe:

The bottom third of a card, it is used to score victory points (VP) at the
end of the game.

Resources:
VP:
Wild		
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The wooden cubes that are placed on garden cards. These are indicated
by the symbols on the top right of the card.
Victory Points.
A white cube that signifies one of two possible meanings. At the top of
a card it indicates that the wild cube can cont toward any set of cards
you are making into a garden. In the recipe section, any ingredient can
be used for that part of the recipe.

www.magic-circle-games.com
@CauldronBubbleandBoil
@MagicCircleGames
@M_C_Games

